**Handing**
Determining handing for door hardware is different than determining handing for carpentry (ordering and hanging doors). If you follow the standard carpentry rules for handing door hardware, instead of following the diagram below, there is a good chance you may end up with a lock that is handed incorrectly. Please refer to the diagram below and if you have any questions, call Customer Service at (800) 356-2741.

**HOW TO ORDER**
To form an item number for passage set, combine Product Code, Rosette, Handle, and Finish. For Example:

```
810 1 E US15A
```

- **Function**: Passage
- **Rosette**: Rope
- **Handle**: Egg
- **Finish**: Pewter

**Handing is required for all items EXCEPT for the followings:**

- Leversets With Round Rosettes: Dummy Function
- Keyed Leversets With Sideplates: Dummy Function
- Entrysets With Inside Knob
- Knobsets: Any Function